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On your Mark, Get Set, Go!
September 23rd 2021, Compass Beertalk, cyrill.brunschwiler@compass-security.com

Responding to Cyber Attacks
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Cyrill Brunschwiler

Nomen est Omen

cyrill.brunschwiler@compass-security.com

Who

Cy Br

Attack’s
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▪Understanding the Attacker

▪Response Approaches and Tools

▪Recommendations

Responding to Cyber Attacks Agenda
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https://www.compass-security.com/en/research/advisories
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https://blog.compass-security.com/
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TICKET VOUCHER CODE 15%
COMPASS-SCS2021-ZZC84 
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▪ Info Gathering (Google, whois, Subdomain Enum, Cert. Transparency, DNS)

▪Network Discovery mit nmap (Host- und Service Discovery)

▪Network Sniffing (tcpdump, Wireshark)

▪Vulnerability Scanning (Nessus)

▪Exploitation (Shells, Metasploit, ExploitDB)

▪Privilege Escalation unter Windows und Linux (PowerSploit, LinEnum, Mimikatz)

▪Lateral Movement (Pass the Hash, Responder, NTLM Relay)

▪Active Directory Security (BloodHound, PingCastle)

▪Command and Control Frameworks

3. und 4. November 2021 in Bern

Internal Network and System Security Training
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Let’s Respond to Ransomware …

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wheel_clamp#/media/File:Wheel_clamps_Texas.jpg
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▪Sell stolen goods

▪Commit insider crime

▪Extortion

Cyber Crime Business Models
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Camorra_in_New_York

Brooklyn Camorra (active 1885-1918 NY)

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Camorra_in_New_York
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Goldeneye Demo (10min) w/ MBR rewrite and blinking Skull

DEMO
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1. Create Public/Private Key-Pair (Private Key remains with Creator)

2. Create Symmetric Key

3. Encrypt Symmetric Key using Public Key

Infected Machine

Hybrid Cryptography

Applied Crypto in Serious Ransomware

File

Ransomware 

incl. Public Key
Symmetric Key

File

Encrypted

Symmetric Key

File $MFT

Create Wrap

Encrypt
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What else? (feat. Nespresso)
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Not every breach is as super-genius-advanced as the media thinks.

Usually, companies fall for simple things

▪ Malspam

▪ Bad Passwords

▪ 2FA Missing

▪ Appliance or Software Vulnerability (Patches Missing)

Common Breaches
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Typical Schemes
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Recent breaches involve new techniques or approaches and show 

threat actor’s evolution

▪Manually Escalate Privileges and Kill AV

▪Exfiltrate Data to S3 Bucket, Google Drive or MEGA

▪Human Operated Ransomware to Target Specific Data

▪Send Over and Domain Join a Virtual Machine to Run Crypto Software

▪Stop Services and Systems

▪Flush Entire File Share

▪Delete All Virtual Machines

Breach Evolvement
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MITRE ATT&CK Framework

What’s Up Technically?
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Defenders

▪ Known Bad

▪Coverage of Monitoring

▪ Effectiveness of Monitoring

Attackers

▪ Ideas on Alternatives

▪ Avoid getting Trapped

▪ Simulation (Red Teaming)

Purpose and Application

MITRE ATT&CK Framework
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Anatomy of a Cyber Attack

Most used Software

MITRE ATT&CK Framework

Quelle: http://documents.swisscom.com/product/filestore/lib/7657c513-a231-4725-9d04-eeb343c164e1/Swisscom_Security_Report_2019_EN.pdf

http://documents.swisscom.com/product/filestore/lib/7657c513-a231-4725-9d04-eeb343c164e1/Swisscom_Security_Report_2019_EN.pdf
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Detection Types

MITRE ATT&CK Framework

Quelle: http://documents.swisscom.com/product/filestore/lib/7657c513-a231-4725-9d04-eeb343c164e1/Swisscom_Security_Report_2019_EN.pdf

http://documents.swisscom.com/product/filestore/lib/7657c513-a231-4725-9d04-eeb343c164e1/Swisscom_Security_Report_2019_EN.pdf
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Responding Adequately

Ransomware vs Persistent Threats
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Sting Operation

Also called “smash and grab”. 

A direct attack to get a specific 

piece of information.

Persistent Infiltration

A long running campaign 

against you, where your 

adversary will gain and sustain 

unauthorized access to your 

infrastructure for a long period 

of time.

Intrusion Patterns

Ransomware vs Persistent Threats

[Quelle]: https://www.slideshare.net/FrodeHommedal/taking-the-attacker-eviction-red-pill

https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=3&v=WAvO0Y0nOws

https://www.slideshare.net/FrodeHommedal/taking-the-attacker-eviction-red-pill
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=3&v=WAvO0Y0nOws
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Bad boys, whatcha gonna do 

when we come for you? (feat. Burp is not Beef) 
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1. Preparation

2. Detection and Analysis

3. Containment, Eradication, and Recovery

4. Post-Incident Activity

Industry Standard Processes

1. Preparation

2. Identification and Scoping

3. Containment / Intelligence Development

4. Eradication / Remediation

5. Recovery

6. Lessons Learned / Threat Intel 

Consumption

NIST SANS

Source: https://www.sans.org/reading-room/whitepapers/incident/incident-handlers-handbook-33901Source: https://nvlpubs.nist.gov/nistpubs/SpecialPublications/NIST.SP.800-61r2.pdf
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Choosing a Containment Strategy based on the type of incident

▪ Avoid just pulling the plug

▪Use Adversary network segmentation or similar

▪No containment → adversary starts to change TTPs

Intelligence Development: 

▪ Identifying the Attacking Hosts

▪ Identify Covert Channels

▪Document how all evidence, including

compromised systems, has been preserved.

▪ Improve monitoring

Containment

NIST Incident Response Process

Source: https://nvlpubs.nist.gov/nistpubs/SpecialPublications/NIST.SP.800-61r2.pdf
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Frode Hommedal

@FrodeHommedal

Technical Director PwC.no, former Member NorCERT, Head of Telenor’s CERT

“if you want to respond
effectively you need to
reduce the uncertainty
and understand when it’s 
the right time to act”

http://twitter.com/frodehommedal
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Eradication

▪ block network access

▪ deleting malware and persistence

▪ disabling breached user accounts

▪ initiate krbtgt cycling

▪mitigating all vulnerabilities that were exploited

▪ be quick and plan well

Recovery

▪Return to normal business operation

▪ Implement supplement measures

▪ Initiate larger projects (segmentation, detection)

Eradication and Recovery

NIST Incident Response Process

Source: https://nvlpubs.nist.gov/nistpubs/SpecialPublications/NIST.SP.800-61r2.pdf
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Source: https://nvlpubs.nist.gov/nistpubs/SpecialPublications/NIST.SP.800-61r2.pdf, https://www.sans.org/media/score/504-incident-response-cycle.pdf

Advantage of SANS Cycle over NIST Cycle

Containment / 

Intelligence Development
Eradication Recovery

split

avoid any

https://nvlpubs.nist.gov/nistpubs/SpecialPublications/NIST.SP.800-61r2.pdf
https://www.sans.org/media/score/504-incident-response-cycle.pdf
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Follow the white rabbit…

Detection and Analysis in Detail
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The goal of an analysis is 

to determine facts that 

describe what happened, 

how and where it 

happened, when it 

happened and sometimes, 

who was responsible and 

why it was done. 

Mandiant Investigation Cycle - Initial Leads

Detection and Analysis in Detail

5-Step Cycle, Incident Response & Computer Forensics, Third Edition, 3rd Edition by Jason Luttgens, Matthew Pepe, Kevin Mandia, ISBN: 9780071798693
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Mandiant Investigation Cycle - IOC Creation

Detection and Analysis in Detail

5-Step Cycle, Incident Response & Computer Forensics, Third Edition, 3rd Edition by Jason Luttgens, Matthew Pepe, Kevin Mandia, ISBN: 9780071798693
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An IOC might be as simple as a domain or e.g. a slightly more complex YARA rule.

AlienVault's OTX e.g. distinguishes the following IOC types:

IOC Type Domain: wowsmith123456posteo.ne

AlienVault OTX Example Petya Ransomware

Detection and Analysis in Detail
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Detection and Analysis in Detail
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Emotet Analysis – Sandbox shortcomings II

Run as Admin:  %WinDir%\SysWOW64\<MALWARE>.exe

%WinDir%\System32\<MALWARE>.exe

Run as user:  %LocalAppData%/<MALWARE>/<MALWARE>.exe
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Emotet Analysis – Sandbox shortcomings III

Name is 2 words from after, allow, backup, cable, cap, chore, 

chx, class, cmp, colors, con, cpls, crypto, dasmrc, define, 

edition, engine, excel, finish, foot, fwdr, generic, hans, 

kds, keydef, khmer, license, loada, magnify, maker, mferror, 

minimum, move, mspterm, nop, pen, pink, pixel, play, prep, 

proc, publish, query, rebrand, resapi, resw, router, shlp, 

sizes, skip, sms, svcs, syc, tablet, tangent, themes, top, 

tran, umx, wce, wide, without, wubi, xcl
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Analysis – Sandbox shortcomings IV

67.225.229.55:8080

185.14.187.201:8080

45.79.188.67:8080

62.75.187.192:8080

41.220.119.246:80

173.212.203.26:8080

80.11.163.139:443

80.11.163.139:443

211.63.71.72:8080

188.166.253.46:8080

115.78.95.230:443

63.142.253.122:8080

95.128.43.213:8080

189.209.217.49:80

149.167.86.174:990

88.156.97.210:80

142.44.162.209:8080

80.11.163.139:21

190.226.44.20:21

186.4.172.5:8080

212.71.234.16:8080

45.33.49.124:443

31.172.240.91:8080

5.196.74.210:8080

104.236.246.93:8080

182.176.132.213:8090

185.94.252.13:443

103.97.95.218:143

200.71.148.138:8080

186.75.241.230:80

201.251.43.69:8080

91.205.215.66:8080

178.254.6.27:7080

190.53.135.159:21

85.104.59.244:20

92.222.216.44:8080

159.65.25.128:8080

88.247.163.44:80

27.147.163.188:8080

149.202.153.252:8080

86.98.25.30:53

83.136.245.190:8080

190.145.67.134:8090

104.131.11.150:8080

103.255.150.84:80

92.233.128.13:143

138.201.140.110:8080

190.18.146.70:80

186.4.172.5:20

144.139.247.220:80

181.143.194.138:443

190.106.97.230:443

85.54.169.141:8080

87.106.136.232:8080

101.187.237.217:20

87.106.139.101:8080

78.188.105.159:21

217.160.182.191:8080

186.4.172.5:443

31.12.67.62:7080

190.228.72.244:53

136.243.177.26:8080

222.214.218.192:8080

45.123.3.54:443

190.211.207.11:443

94.205.247.10:80

187.144.189.58:50000

92.222.125.16:7080

46.105.131.87:80

27.4.80.183:443

178.79.161.166:443

119.15.153.237:80

206.189.98.125:8080

47.41.213.2:22

169.239.182.217:8080

85.106.1.166:50000

78.24.219.147:8080

37.157.194.134:443

190.108.228.48:990

190.186.203.55:80

124.240.198.66:80

182.176.106.43:995

181.143.53.227:21

181.31.213.158:8080

199.19.237.192:80

182.76.6.2:8080

179.32.19.219:22

24.51.106.145:21

217.145.83.44:80

87.230.19.21:8080
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+ Relatively quick (Background time)

+ Results even without knowledge

- Results may not contain all findings

- Victim to anti-analysis techniques

Analysis

- Takes more time

- Require some knowledge

+   Findings are more accurate

+   Anti-analysis can be bypassed

Automated (Sandbox) Manual
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Mandiant Investigation Cycle – Deploy IOCs

Detection and Analysis in Detail

5-Step Cycle, Incident Response & Computer Forensics, Third Edition, 3rd Edition by Jason Luttgens, Matthew Pepe, Kevin Mandia, ISBN: 9780071798693
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Possibilities depend on the corresponding victim EDR solution and need to be checked during the 

onboarding/simulation phases.

Otherwise back-off to 

▪Open-Source EDR or Orchestration (GRR, OSquery, Velociraptor)

▪ LOKI or THOR YARA Scanner https://www.nextron-systems.com/loki/

▪Mandiant OpenIOC Scanner https://www.fireeye.com/services/freeware/ioc-finder.html

▪ Snort and Suricata https://snort.org/, https://suricata-ids.org/

How to Deploy IOCs (Hosts and Networks)

Detection and Analysis in Detail

Screenshot https://www.nextron-systems.com/loki/

https://www.nextron-systems.com/loki/
https://www.fireeye.com/services/freeware/ioc-finder.html
https://snort.org/
https://suricata-ids.org/
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Mandiant Investigation Cycle – Identify Systems of Interest

Detection and Analysis in Detail

5-Step Cycle, Incident Response & Computer Forensics, Third Edition, 3rd Edition by Jason Luttgens, Matthew Pepe, Kevin Mandia, ISBN: 9780071798693
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Mandiant Investigation Cycle - Collect Evidence

Detection and Analysis in Detail

5-Step Cycle, Incident Response & Computer Forensics, Third Edition, 3rd Edition by Jason Luttgens, Matthew Pepe, Kevin Mandia, ISBN: 9780071798693
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1. Registers, Cache

2. Main Memory, Network State, 
Running Processes

3. Disk

4. Remote logging and monitoring data that is relevant to the 
system in question

5. Physical Configuration, Network Topology

6. Archival Media

Order of Volatility

Detection and Analysis in Detail

L
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tm

o
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Mandiant Investigation Cycle - Analyze Data

Detection and Analysis in Detail

5-Step Cycle, Incident Response & Computer Forensics, Third Edition, 3rd Edition by Jason Luttgens, Matthew Pepe, Kevin Mandia, ISBN: 9780071798693
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List of Best Tools,

Guides and Cheat Sheets
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«Some of the best tools to use

are ones you already have - you

are using them right now to read

and understand this sentence»

List of Best Tools

Detection and Analysis in Detail

5-Step Cycle, Incident Response & Computer Forensics, Third Edition, 3rd Edition by Jason Luttgens, Matthew Pepe, Kevin Mandia, ISBN: 9780071798693
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SANS PICERL Cheat Sheet. What to do in which phase

Guides and Cheat Sheet

Source https://www.sans.org/media/score/504-incident-response-cycle.pdf
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SANS Windows Forensics is most relevant when doing enterprise cases

Guides and Cheat Sheet

Source https://www.sans.org/security-resources/posters/windows-forensic-analysis/170/download
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SANS Hunt Evil is a great resource for lateral movement artifacts

Guides and Cheat Sheet

Source https://www.sans.org/security-resources/posters/hunt-evil/165/download
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SANS Memory Forensics Analysis Poster provides great condensed know-how

Guides and Cheat Sheet
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Societe General generic IR playbooks (e.g. IRM-1-WormInfection)

Guides and Cheat Sheet

https://github.com/certsocietegenerale/IRM/

https://github.com/certsocietegenerale/IRM/
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Microsoft App Consent Attack IR Playbook

Guides and Cheat Sheet

Source https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/security/compass/incident-response-playbook-app-consent
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You will mainly find two sorts of guides and cheat sheets

▪How to run the investigation

▪ Whom to involve and when 

▪ Usually generic runbooks / playbooks

▪ Must be tailored to the company => Preparation, Forensic Readiness

▪ Should be exercised. At least tabletop

▪Where to find relevant artifacts

▪ Usually, the very technical cheat sheets

▪ Do not respect corporate processes

Best Playbooks are a match of both - fit the company crisis 

management and contain the very specific technical details

… and no, there aren’t any great of-the-shelf playbooks.

Guides and Cheat Sheets
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Prevention Measures and Reaction Recap

Self Defense
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Enterprise Measures - Prevent Execution in %UserProfile%

Protection Mechanisms

Source http://www.mcbsys.com/

http://www.mcbsys.com/blog/2013/10/block-user-folder-executables/
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Launch Command to Block User Access

Enterprise Measures - Detect Ransomware Files and Block Share Access

Protection Mechanisms

-ExecutionPolicy Unrestricted -NoLogo -Command "& { Get-SmbShare -Special $false

| ForEach-Object { Block-SmbShareAccess -Name $_.Name -AccountName '[Source Io 

Owner]' -Force } }"
https://blog.netwrix.com/2016/04/11/ransomware-protection-using-fsrm-and-powershell/
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Monitors shares and immediately creates snapshots on detection of malicious activity

Enterprise Measures - Storage Snapguard

Protection Mechanisms
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▪DeviceGuard and Applocker

▪ Enforce software and OS integrity and authenticity

▪ Enforce application whitelisting
https://technet.microsoft.com/de-de/library/hh831440.aspx

▪ E-Mail Enhancements

▪ Assure Authenticity of E-Mails by S/MIME Signatures

▪ Implement and enforce SPF, DKIM, DMARC

▪ Mark external E-Mails as [EXTERNAL] in Subject

Enterprise Measures

Protection Mechanisms

https://technet.microsoft.com/de-de/library/hh831440.aspx
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▪ no more Internet, WLAN

▪ no remote access

▪ no DNS

▪ no Internet surfing

▪ no e-mail

Safe Your Backups

▪Get them offline

▪Change credentials, enable 2FA

Immediate Reaction for Ransomware Cases

▪ Encrypted files and ransom note, URLs

▪ VMs, Disks, Memory, Network Dumps

▪Work on copies

Recover

▪Get Systems isolated and cleaned

▪ Assure Integrity before re-enabling

▪Change Domain, Service and Local Admins

▪Cycle krbtgt Account

Get Offline Keep Evidence
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How do you keep hashes and tickets for yourself ;)

Guides and Cheat Sheat

Connection method Logon type Creds Comments

Log on at console Interactive y Includes hardware remote access / lights-out cards and network KVMs.

RUNAS Interactive y

RUNAS /NETWORK NewCredentials y
Clones current LSA session for local access, but uses new credentials when connecting to 

network resources.

Remote Desktop (success) RemoteInteractive y
If the remote desktop client is configured to share local devices and resources, those may be 

compromised as well.

Remote Desktop (failure - logon type was denied) RemoteInteractive -
By default, if RDP logon fails credentials are only stored very briefly. This may not be the case if 

the computer is compromised.

Net use * \\SERVER Network -

Net use * \\SERVER /u:user Network -

MMC snap-ins to remote computer Network - Example: Computer Management, Event Viewer, Device Manager, Services

PowerShell WinRM Network - Example: Enter-PSSession server

PowerShell WinRM with CredSSP NetworkClearText y

New-PSSession server

-Authentication Credssp

-Credential cred

PsExec without explicit creds Network - Example: PsExec \\server cmd

PsExec with explicit creds Network + Interactive y
PsExec \\server -u user -p pwd cmd

Creates multiple logon sessions.

Remote Registry Network -

Remote Desktop Gateway Network - Authenticating to Remote Desktop Gateway.

Scheduled task Batch y Password will also be saved as LSA secret on disk.

Run tools as a service Service y Password will also be saved as LSA secret on disk.

Vulnerability scanners Network -
Most scanners default to using network logons, though some vendors may implement non-

network logons and introduce more credential theft risk.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/windows-server/identity/securing-privileged-access/securing-privileged-access-reference-material
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▪we need 2FA!

▪ keep a copy of what you have => maybe its restorable later on

▪ how do you restore portions and not to kill latest changes

▪ need agent based backup with strong protected access 

▪we need 2FA!

▪mind hyper-v domain accounts

▪ have hunting capabilities?

▪ how about the correct logs for sufficient long time frame? 

▪ lateral movement detection?

▪we need 2FA!

Final Conclusion
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No Ransomware, No Cry (feat. Bob Marley) 
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